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Why LAr for direct DM searches
Noble liquids as Ar & Xe offer the possibility to have large instrumented 
volumes to detect WIMP-induced nuclear recoils, with low energy 
threshold and excellent background rejection capabilities
Event rate in Ar less sensitive to energy threshold than in Xe [nuclear 
form factors]: 30 keVr break-even point for equal masses
LAr from liquid air industry is cheap, easy to handle and purify,  ton scale 
detectors are routinely built for - e.g. - neutrino physics
In case of positive DM detection,  Ar and Xe provide complementary 
information because of different recoil spectra [kinematics]
Charge/light ratio and pulse shape of scintillation provide powerful  
discrimination against gamma and beta background [pulse shape not 
available in Xe]
39Ar [β emitter, τ=269 yrs, Q=565keV, concentration ~10-15 in natural Ar] 
gives ~1 Hz/kg of natural Ar BUT:
Enough rejection power may be available [≥108] 
Possibility to have Ar depleted of 39Ar from underground wells
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 ArDM-1t
ArDM goal: 1-ton two-phase (gas & liquid) LAr detector with 
independent charge and light readout optimized for direct DM 
searches [high discrimination power against background, few keV 
energy threshold, designed for stable underground operation] 
Time projection chamber [TPC] readout for the charge produced 
by ionizing radiation, with sensitivity down to keV energy 
depositions and sub-millimeter position resolution using Large 
Electron Multipliers [LEM]. Fine segmentation helps background 
rejection through fiducial volume cuts, separate detection of 
multiple interactions within the same event.
High voltage for drift field up to 3 kV/cm over 1.2 meter drift to 
detect ionization from highly quenched low energy nuclear recoils.
Light readout of the prompt scintillation light using cryogenic 
photomultipliers immersed in LAr. Rejection of beta/gamma 
background from charge/light ratio and pulse shape discrimination.
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 ArDM-1t

Phased approach:
a. Surface operation: build and commission1-ton two-

phase LArTPC at CERN, while pursuing separate  
R&D activities on specific topics[ends in 2010]

b. Underground operation Phase I: development of 
underground infrastructure, including shield system, 
science run using natural Ar [starts in 2011]

c. Underground operation Phase II: science run using 
depleted Ar [starts when sensitivity of science run 
with natural Ar is “39Ar limited” AND a sufficient 
amount of  39Ar  depleted Ar is available. 2014?]
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 ArDM-1t
Working principle Inner 

detector

14 cryogenics PMTs

• underground operation with atmospheric argon in an unshielded detector, in order to assess

and optimize the 39Ar rejection by pulse shape discrimination and S1/S2 (i.e. light/charge

ratio, where S1 is the prompt scintillation light and S2 is the proportional light from

electrons extracted and accelerated in the gas phase) down to an energy of approximately

10 keVee. This is not possible in a test on the surface due to the very high count rate from

ambient activity.

• assessment of the gamma background from the detector materials and ambient background

in the cavern, if at all relevant when compared to the 39Ar induced background;

• assessment of the neutron background in an unshielded detector during underground op-

eration;

• underground operation with atmospheric argon in a shielded detector to perform the first

Dark Matter run, with a sensitivity depending on the achieved rejection capability of 39Ar

and other backgrounds;

• in a second phase, an 39Ar depleted run for an ultimate WIMP sensitivity, once the actual

depletion factor of underground argon extracted from underground wells is well known and

methods to extract sufficient argon have been developed [6].

Our current milestone is therefore a proof of principle and stability studies on the surface

at CERN, and it is by now mostly completed. Further optimization of the design for a highly

efficient γ-ray and beta electron (39Ar) rejection vs. nuclear recoils will be carried out in an

underground location with highly reduced environmental backgrounds.

1.3 ArDM prototypes

The ArDM 1-ton prototype
The working principle of the detector is shown in Figure 2 (left). The 3D model of the

cryo-system, main dewar and detector components is shown in Figure 2 (right).
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Figure 2: Left: conceptual layout of the ArDM experiment. Right: 3D model of the cryogenic
system, main dewar and detector components
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ArDM cryogenics
 until Dec 2010, LAr cooling bath open to atmosphere and 

automatically refilled through an electro-valve
the cooling power needed for operation of ArDM was 400 W 

without any recirculation system
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Cryogenics: cryocoolers 
a. The cooling system of ArDM has been upgraded with a 

recondenser, with 600 W of cooling power provided by two 
GM cryocoolers [Cryomech AL300]. In this way we have a 
closed loop, zero loss system

b. The new system has been operated for over 7 weeks, 
providing a full characterization together with a stability test

c. The control of the cryocoolers/cryogenic system is fully 
integrated in the existing PLC

d. Reduced manpower requirements in operating ArDM
e. The system is safe: in case of failure of the cryocoolers, the 

LAr evaporates slowly [less than 100 L/day for the cooling 
bath and much less for the inner vessel] through the 
overpressure valves
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Cryogenics: cryocoolers 

In the present document, we report on the status of ArDM and progress toward the installa-

tion of ArDM-1t in LSC, following the recommendations of the LSC Scientific Committee (VII

meeting, October 7 and 8, 2010).

2 Achievements with the upgraded cryogenic system

2.1 Liquid argon bath boil-off recondenser unit

In the LoI submitted to the LSC Scientific Committee in September 2010, we mentioned: The

next step is to move to a closed loop, zero loss system, where the cooling power is provided by cry-

ocoolers. Two adequate cryocoolers (GM AL300 from Cryomech) have already being purchased,

and delivery is expected by middle of October (2010). The design and construction of the heat

exchanger has been commissioned to Criotec Impianti s.r.l., which has extensive experience in

cryogenic systems for scientific applications. The full system will be installed at CERN before

the end of the year and tested soon after.

This step has now been completed and the new cryogenic system has been fully commissioned

at CERN. Some technical drawings of the heat exchanger/re-condenser are shown in Fig. 1. The

full cryogenic system has been operated for over seven weeks, allowing its full characterization

together with a stability test. The control of the cryocoolers/cryogenic system has been inte-

grated into the existing PLC. In its present configuration the system can be operated remotely

with reduced manpower requirements over a prolonged period.
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09.05.2011Lukas EpprechtFigure 1: (left) Recondenser unit used on ArDM, coupled to two 300 W GM cryocoolers; (right)

cold heads with recondensing comb and panel from the PLC temperature automatic control.

The two cryocoolers (GM AL300 from Cryomech) provide a combined 600 W of cooling

power at 80 K. The temperatures on the two cold heads are kept stable within 0.1 K of the

set point using two independent heaters and PID control systems. The cold heads are mounted

in a single re-condensing unit, which is connected to the liquid argon bath surrounding ArDM

through insulated cryogenic lines; the liquid argon which evaporates in the bath is re-condensed

back inside the unit shown in Fig. 1, and driven by gravity down to the bath itself. In this way,

the open liquid argon bath which was used for operation of ArDM until the end of 2010 has

been replaced with a closed loop, zero loss system. The liquid argon bath, which contains about

200 L of liquid argon, was filled starting from a battery of argon gas, fed to the condensing unit

and liquefied over a period of less than 4 days. The detector itself was filled starting from bulk

3

In the present document, we report on the status of ArDM and progress toward the installa-

tion of ArDM-1t in LSC, following the recommendations of the LSC Scientific Committee (VII

meeting, October 7 and 8, 2010).

2 Achievements with the upgraded cryogenic system

2.1 Liquid argon bath boil-off recondenser unit

In the LoI submitted to the LSC Scientific Committee in September 2010, we mentioned: The

next step is to move to a closed loop, zero loss system, where the cooling power is provided by cry-

ocoolers. Two adequate cryocoolers (GM AL300 from Cryomech) have already being purchased,

and delivery is expected by middle of October (2010). The design and construction of the heat

exchanger has been commissioned to Criotec Impianti s.r.l., which has extensive experience in

cryogenic systems for scientific applications. The full system will be installed at CERN before

the end of the year and tested soon after.

This step has now been completed and the new cryogenic system has been fully commissioned

at CERN. Some technical drawings of the heat exchanger/re-condenser are shown in Fig. 1. The

full cryogenic system has been operated for over seven weeks, allowing its full characterization

together with a stability test. The control of the cryocoolers/cryogenic system has been inte-

grated into the existing PLC. In its present configuration the system can be operated remotely

with reduced manpower requirements over a prolonged period.
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09.05.2011Lukas EpprechtFigure 1: (left) Recondenser unit used on ArDM, coupled to two 300 W GM cryocoolers; (right)

cold heads with recondensing comb and panel from the PLC temperature automatic control.

The two cryocoolers (GM AL300 from Cryomech) provide a combined 600 W of cooling

power at 80 K. The temperatures on the two cold heads are kept stable within 0.1 K of the

set point using two independent heaters and PID control systems. The cold heads are mounted

in a single re-condensing unit, which is connected to the liquid argon bath surrounding ArDM

through insulated cryogenic lines; the liquid argon which evaporates in the bath is re-condensed

back inside the unit shown in Fig. 1, and driven by gravity down to the bath itself. In this way,

the open liquid argon bath which was used for operation of ArDM until the end of 2010 has

been replaced with a closed loop, zero loss system. The liquid argon bath, which contains about

200 L of liquid argon, was filled starting from a battery of argon gas, fed to the condensing unit

and liquefied over a period of less than 4 days. The detector itself was filled starting from bulk
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Recondenser unit 
built by Criotec

Cold heads, heat 
exchangers, heaters

Tuesday, June 7, 2011



Cryogenics: cryocoolers 
Sp

ar
e 

co
ol
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cooling power = 600W - heating power
Tuesday, June 7, 2011



LAr purification

Recirculation and 
purification cartridge,

vacuum insulated
The purification cartridge 
is regenerated in situ by 

flushing Ar/H2

Cryogenic bellow pump for LAr 
recirculation [up to 20 l/hr]

!"#$%!#
&'()%*#

Pump “pumping”

Built in collaboration between 
Bieri Engineering and ETHZ

Tuesday, June 7, 2011



Cryogenics: LAr pump
a. The pump is designed to 

drive the liquid argon 
through a purification 
cartridge [CuO, custom 
made]

b. During the cryogenic test, 
we have measured a stable 
flow of LAr of 10 lt/hr

c. Flow measured from 
evolution of LAr purity

d. An improved LAr pump is 
under construction

Tuesday, June 7, 2011



LAr purification
Update of 3D Assembly: 

- Pump will be placed in a 
separated platform with 
Antivibration Gummi feet 

Compressors 

Figure 4: 3D of the gas recirculation system of ArDM. The KNF pump is on the left, the SAES
purification cartridge is on the the right.

3 DAQ upgrade

The hardware of the ArDM DAQ system has been upgraded. The DAQ computers and storage
are now installed in the electronics racks, next to the PLC and slow control. Two new PCI
Express boards (CAEN A3818) with four optical links each have been procured, allowing a rate
of data transfer up to 95 MB/s per optical link. One of these two boards will be dedicated to the
light readout system (based on VME CAEN V1720 digitizers), the other to the charge readout
(CAEN SY2791); the boards transfer the data through PCI-e bus to DELL R510 (6 cores, 12
GB RAM) computers. The storage system is built based on LaCie 12Bid (dual controller), with
a volume of 12 TB, scalable to 60 TB, for a maximum data rate of 500 MB/s, and is connected
to the DELL R510 computers through an optical link. The new DAQ system has been tested
will the full light readout system, providing an excellent performance: acquiring 16 channels
(i.e. two V1720 boards daisy chained through an optical link), the rate of data written to disk
is 65 MB/s, corresponding to a trigger rate of 900 Hz (see Fig. 5), and 3 TB of data have been
written to disk. This is an important milestone. Algorithms for data compression and online
event rejection have started to be implemented.

4 ArDM Installation at LSC

Given the recommendation of the 7th LSC Scientific Committee, the ArDM collaboration has
been actively working on an installation plan of ArDM in the LSC, in collaboration with LSC
personnel. A significant effort has been made in designing a dedicated platform for the installa-
tion of ArDM in the reserved space in the “pistina”. This is documented in the Annex ”ArDM
platform in Canfranc”, presented together with this Status Report. The 3D model of ArDM

6

 KNF double membrane pump 
with leak rate better than 6E-6 
mbar/lt sec

All metal, high flow MKS flow 
meter

 SAES 4500 purification cartridge
Controlled through the existing 

PLC
 Dimensioned to handle a flow of 

150 lt/min of GAr [equivalent to 10 
lt/hr of LAr]

Tuesday, June 7, 2011



 ArDM slow control & safety
Reviewed by the CERN Safety 

group 
Because no safety valves 

available on the market sufficiently 
leak tight, the pure LAr circuit is 
protected by two certified burst 
disks [burst pressure 0.6 bar]

A PLC based control of the 
vacuum and cryogenic systems has 
been installed in 2010 and fully 
tested twice

PMT HV and DAQ being 
included

ALL ArDM electronics will be 
mounted in these 7 racks prior to 
shipping to LSC

The PLC (programmable logic 
controller) approach gives a 
consistent way of handling the 
operation of ArDM-1t, good 
for safety but also in reducing 
the requirements in terms of 
manpower  

Tuesday, June 7, 2011



 ArDM-1t: HV System

210 stages Cockroft-Walton 
[Greinacher] circuit

30 field shapers with 4 cm 
spacing

400 kV at cathode [3 kV/cm]
good drift field linearity
Rotary system for discharging 
tested up to 70 kV [0.6 kV/cm] in 

stable conditions and no particular 
training

suffered one sparking at 80kV

Feasibility of high-voltage systems for a very long drift in liquid argon TPCs.
S. Horikawa, A. Badertscher, L. Kaufmann, M. Laffranchi, A. Marchionni, M. Messina, G. Natterer, A. Rubbia. Sep 2010. 8pp. Temporary 
entry e-Print: arXiv:1009.4908 [physics.ins-det]

Results presented at GLA2010 - see 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011
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Charge readout: LEM
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ArDM is designed to operate like a double phase argon 
LEM-TPC, with amplification of the ionization charge by 
Large Electron Multipliers (LEM) in pure Ar gas 

 It provides both tracking and calorimetric information

a.Free electrons drift in LAr towards 
liquid /vapor interface
b. Electrons are extracted to the vapor 
via extraction grids (Eliq > 2.5 kV/cm)
c. Electrons undergo multiplication in 
double stage LEM
d. Multiplied charge induces signals on 
the segmented electrodes of top LEM 
and anode
e. Or just on a 2D anode. 

Amplification stage(s)

• e- are driven into the LEM 
holes, where multiplication 
occurs due to a high field.

• Townsend avalanche gain:
• G = e!x

x: effective multiplication length.
! ! Ape-Bp/E: first Townsend coefficient.

extraction 
grids

drift volume

LAr

GAr

2 LEM
stages

x

LAr level

electrons

ions

Single or multiple amplification 
stages can be used
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Charge readout: state-of-the-art
A paper detailing the construction 

and operation of a single stage LEM 
(gain 30) plus 2D projective anode has 
been published 

Basic  behavior of the device well 
understood

Next step 1: test of 40x80 cm2 LEM 
plus 2D projective anode

Next step 2: test of 10x10 cm2 
double stage LEM to study the high 
gain needed in ArDM in realistic 
conditions [in theory, a 302=900 is 
possible]

See Filippo’s talk

Author's personal copy

First operation of a double phase LAr Large Electron Multiplier Time
Projection Chamber with a 2D projective readout anode
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a b s t r a c t

We have previously reported on the construction and successful operation of the novel double phase
Liquid Argon Large Electron Multiplier Time Projection Chamber (LAr LEM-TPC). This detector concept
provides a 3D-tracking and calorimetric device capable of adjustable charge amplification, a promising
readout technology for next generation neutrino detectors and direct Dark Matter searches. In this
paper, we report on the first operation of a LAr LEM-TPC prototype equipped with a single 1 mm thick
LEM amplifying stage and a 2D projective readout anode. The active area of the detector is 10!10 cm2

and the drift length is 21 cm. Cosmic muon events were collected, fully reconstructed and used to
characterize the performance of the chamber. The obtained signals provide images of very high quality
and the energy loss distributions of minimum ionizing tracks give a direct estimate of the amplification.
We find that a stable gain of " 30 can be achieved with this detector configuration corresponding to a
signal-over-noise ratio larger than 200 for minimum ionizing tracks. The decoupling of the amplifica-
tion stage and the use of the 2D readout anode offer several advantages which are described in the text.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Liquid Argon Large Electron Multiplier Time Projection
Chamber (LAr LEM-TPC) is a novel kind of double phase (liquid–
vapor) noble gas TPC with adjustable gain [1]. The chamber is a
precise tracking device that allows to reconstruct three-dimen-
sionally the position and the morphology of ionizing tracks,
provides dE/dx information with high sampling rate, and it acts
as high resolution calorimeter for contained events. Thanks to the
gain, each volumetric pixel (voxel) is reconstructed with high
signal-to-noise ratio and consequently, a low energy deposition
threshold is possible. In addition, charge amplification reduces
the impact of charge dilution due to the longitudinal diffusion of
the electron cloud along the drift paths, and can be used to
compensate for potential charge losses due to electronegative
impurities diluted in the liquid argon. We believe that this
technology is very promising for the realization of next genera-
tion underground detectors for neutrino physics and proton decay
searches [2–4] and for direct Dark Matter detection [5] with
imaging technique, in all cases with a significant improvement of

the imaging quality compared to the single phase liquid argon
TPC [6].

In this paper, we report on the first operation of a LAr LEM-TPC
prototype with an active area of 10!10 cm2 and 21 cm drift
length, equipped with a single 1 mm thick LEM amplifying stage
and a 2D projective readout anode.

The charge produced by ionizing particles in the liquid is
drifted towards the liquid–vapor interface, where electrons are
extracted to the vapor phase by means of an appropriate electric
field produced by two grids. In the vapor phase, Townsend
avalanche takes place in the high electric field regions confined
in the LEM holes, similar to the situation of the Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM) [7]. The LEM is a macroscopic hole electron
multiplier built with standard PCB techniques. The amplified
charge is collected by a set of segmented electrodes, on which
signals are induced.

In order to obtain a complete 3D-spatial reconstruction of
ionizing events, moving charges have to induce signals on (at
least) two complementary X–Y sets of electrode strips. The Z
(drift) coordinate is derived by measuring the primary electrons
drift time. The start time T0 is given by immersed DUV-sensitive
photo detectors recording the prompt LAr scintillation light. In
our previous setups [1,6,8], we implemented two perpendicular
X- and Y-views by a segmentation of the upper electrode of the

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/nima

Nuclear Instruments and Methods in
Physics Research A

0168-9002/$ - see front matter & 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.nima.2011.02.100

! Corresponding author. Tel.: þ41 44 633 3873; fax: þ41 44 633 1233.
E-mail address: andre.rubbia@cern.ch (A. Rubbia).
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hundreds in realistic experimental conditions.

Figure 8: (left) 40x80 cm2 LEM, with detail of the holes. (right) the almost completed readout
structure for the test of the 40x80 cm 2 device.
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ArDM-1ton: temporary charge 
readout system
Adjustable 32 pad anode 

for first test of drift and 
charge extraction from 

liquid to gas phase. It also 
acts as a reflector for the 
420 nm light, increasing 
the uniformity of the light 

yield.
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 ArDM-1ton: light readout
Wavelength Shifter 
[WLS] reflector foils

results published in 
V. Boccone et al. JINST 4 P06001 2009

14 low radioactivity Hamamatsu
 8’’ PMTs [R5912-02MOD]

TPB coated by evaporation

Light readout for 1st LAr test

Light readout now

May 
2009

LAr emission spectrum peaked at 128 nm
 use reflector foils coated with TPB in 

order to use standard bialkali PMTs
TPB shifts to a mean wavelength of 430 

nm
 15 cylindrically arranged overlapping 

foils of TTX (120x25 cm2) coated with 1.0 
mg/cm2 TPB by vacuum evaporation

TTX is an aligned polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) fibrous cloth

 measured a reflection coefficient close 
to 97% at 430 nm
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1st cool down and LAr test
May 2009 - 4 weeks long run

Goals:

a. Test cryogenic system [cool down and stable 
operation]

b. Achieve good LAr purity and stability 
c. Commissioning and stable operation of light 

readout [7 PMTs] system in LAr
d. Preliminary measurement of light yield
e. Data reconstruction and benchmark of MC 

simulation
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Figure 7: Single photon spectrum and history of all 7 calibration constants [nVs].

The life time of the slow scintillation component is very sensitive to traces of impurities and
can be used to monitor the LAr purity (see [15] for details on this technique). Figure 8 shows a
graph of this value for the tree weeks of the run. The high measured value and its constancy
proof a good tightness of the vacuum system and cleanness of used materials.
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Figure 8: Slow component of scintillation light (correlated to LAr purity) monitored over more
than 3 weeks.

Two of the main parameters to be determined in this first-time run with a 1 t LAr target
was the overall (average) light yield as well as the reconstruction power for low energy events.
This was most conveniently explored with different external γ sources (190kBq 137Cs and 20kBq
22Na) delivering monochromatic 511, 662 and 1275 keV photons which can be fully absorbed
by the large fiducial volume (eventually after one or more Compton scatters). The emission
from the 22Na source could be triggered by means of an external scintillation crystal (fig. 9 left).
By asking a coincident absorption of 511 plus 1275 keV in the crystal detector the response of
the experiment to a pure 511 keV γ beam could be explored. Figure 9 to the right summarises
results from data of the different γ sources. The shoulders from full γ absorption are marked
with arrows in the histogram. Dashed coloured spectra stem from data triggered in coincidence
with an internal trigger derived from the PMT signals (≈150 keVee threshold). The full, grey
spectrum was recorded triggering only on the external crystal and shows the unbiased 511 keV
response (event reconstruction down to 50 keVee possible). We find an average light yield for the
present setup of ≈ 0.5 pe/keVee, in agreement with the expected value of 1 pe/keVee of a fully

9

Lifetime of slow component of Ar scintillation light,
sensitivity to impurities in Ar.
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1st cool down and LAr test

calibration data taken with 511, 
662, 1275 keV gamma rays and 
neutrons from AmBe - various 
trigger configurations [including 
external trigger]

Data analysis and MC:

NaI(Tl) trigger

22 Na source

511+1275 keV absorbed 
in trigger crystal

top view

side view

511 keV ‘beam’

Figure 9: Crystal for triggering on 22Na and spectra of the different γ sources at the 1 ton LAr run.

equipped detector.

4 Progress in data analyses and MC

The ArDM Monte-Carlo and analysis framework software has evolved to match the need of the
experiments, in particular to interpret the data collected during the May 09 run. A perform-
ing peak finding algorithm was developed greatly improving data reconstruction and pedestal
correction. This is particularly important due to the long integration time constants. Using
this method the integration error is about 2 photoelectrons equivalent (on a 5 µs integration
interval). The GEANT4 based ArDM simulation package contains a thorough description of
used materials and was extended for the description of VUV transport, wavelength shifting and
diffusive propagation of optical photons. Figure 10 shows a comparison with MC of the 511 keV
data from above (the full grey spectrum from fig. 9 right). The agreement is very good and fine
tuning of several parameters is ongoing.
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Figure 10: Simulation of 511 keV interaction with 1 ton LAr; first comparison of MC to real data.

5 Activities in the coming months

While R&D work for sub detector parts is finalising the full commissioning of the experiment is
taking place at surface at CERN. Main activity items for the near future are:

10

Noise 1.4 p.e.
Good agreement between 
data and MC
Light yield with 7 PMTs:
approx 0.4 p.e. / KeVee
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Figure 10: Light detection in the 1-ton LAr detector for 511 keV γ’s, in photoelectrons at the
positions B, D, F, G of the 22Na- source (see Fig. 9).The measurements are shown in black with
error bars, the simulated data in red. The data were triggered by the coincident absorption of a
511 and a 1275 keV γ in the external trigger NaI(Tl) crystal.

A wealth of data have been collected and are currently being analyzed. Fig. 11 shows the

signal from the 14 PMTs for an event with only the primary light S1, where no drift field was

applied; both the fast and the slow component of the scintillation light are visible (the time

axis extends to 10 µs). Fig. 12 shows a cosmic muon event, triggered externally using plastic

scintillators in coincidence, placed at the top and at the bottom of ArDM, which gives both S1

and S2 from the proportional light generated in the argon gas after charge extraction from the

liquid. In this case the time axis extends to 200 µs. Since the muon crosses the liquid surface,

S2 is produced immediately after S1, with no gap in time between the two. The S2 signal lasts

∼100µs.

Completion of cryogenic system
Until now the cooling power for ArDM-1t has been provided from an open LAr bath, which

was the logical choice during the R&D phase, due to its flexibility and ease of operation over a

short time. Measuring LAr consumption in the open bath has also allowed a careful assessment

of the needs in terms of cooling power for the fully operational detector (estimated between 300

and 400 W). The next step is to move to a closed loop, zero loss system, where the cooling

power is provided by cryocoolers. Two adequate cryocoolers (GM AL300 from Cryomech) have

already being purchased, and delivery is expected by middle of October (2010). The design

and construction of the heat exchanger has been commissioned to Criotec Impianti s.r.l., which

has extensive experience in cryogenic systems for scientific applications. The full system will be

installed at CERN before the end of the year and tested soon after.

Improved light readout system
It is clear to us that the performance of the light readout system can be improved in a quite

straightforward way, by replacing the 14 PMTs array with an array of smaller, more numerous,

high QE PMTs. This improvement is expected to increase the light yield by at least a factor

11
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2nd cooldown - Oct 2010
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Figure 11: Signal from the 14 PMTs for an event with only primary light (S1), i.e. with the
drift field and the extraction field turned off.

Figure 12: Cosmic muon event, triggered externally using plastic scintillators in coincidence,
placed at the top and at the bottom of ArDM, which gives both S1 and S2. Since the muon
crosses the liquid surface, S2 is produced immediately after S1, with no gap in time between the
two.

of two, exceeding 2 p.e./keVee. We are currently investigating the 3” round PMT R11065

from Hamamatsu, which is particularly well suited for ArDM-1t. 4 PMTs have already been

purchased and we have started a laboratory activity at CERN to test them and prepare for

installation of the full fledged system in ArDM-1t. The improvement in light yield comes at a

cost, both financially and also in terms of complexity due to the fivefold increase in the number

of PMTs. The increased number of PMTs needs to be matched by an expanded DAQ and

HV system. The new DAQ system is easily scalable, and the same is true for the HV system,

12

the main goals of this test were:

measure the performance in LAr of 
completed light readout
fully test new DAQ for light 
readout, including integration with 
charge DAQ
run ArDM-1t using the recently 
completed PLC
test charge extraction and detect S1/
S2
collect several TB of data with 
external sources, mainly externally 
triggered, including  AmBe data

traces from the 14 
PMTs

in ArDM-1t
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Na22 externally 
triggered

control run

neutron run
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Figure 11: Signal from the 14 PMTs for an event with only primary light (S1), i.e. with the
drift field and the extraction field turned off.

Figure 12: Cosmic muon event, triggered externally using plastic scintillators in coincidence,
placed at the top and at the bottom of ArDM, which gives both S1 and S2. Since the muon
crosses the liquid surface, S2 is produced immediately after S1, with no gap in time between the
two.

of two, exceeding 2 p.e./keVee. We are currently investigating the 3” round PMT R11065

from Hamamatsu, which is particularly well suited for ArDM-1t. 4 PMTs have already been

purchased and we have started a laboratory activity at CERN to test them and prepare for

installation of the full fledged system in ArDM-1t. The improvement in light yield comes at a

cost, both financially and also in terms of complexity due to the fivefold increase in the number

of PMTs. The increased number of PMTs needs to be matched by an expanded DAQ and

HV system. The new DAQ system is easily scalable, and the same is true for the HV system,

12

S1/S2 and charge signal 
from the 3lt setup:

same front-end electronics 
as ArDM-1t

S1/S2 signal from ArDM-1t
triggered on muons 

crossing the detector top to 
bottom [note that time axis 

extends to 200 μs]
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ArDM-1t: front-end electronics
Charge Readout

CAEN, in collaboration with ETHZ, 
developed A/D and DAQ system:12 bit 2.5 
MS/s flash ADCs + FPGA. Successfully 
tested and fully operational on small scale 
setups. 1000 readout channels available

C
A

EN
 SY2791 

4 crates - 1024 channels

Light Readout
CAEN V1720 used in the 
most recent test of 
ArDM-1t - VME based, 
250MS/s 12bit 1.25MS/Ch 
(up to 10MS/Ch available) 
good overall performance
data taking at kHz rate 
3 boards currently available 
(24 ADC channels)
scalable, easy to modify 
firmware, already integrated 
with the existing DAQ for 
charge readout, reasonable 
cost
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DAQ upgrade
2 CAEN A3818 PCI Express boards have 
been procured
4 optical links each, 95 MB/s per optical 
link
one for the light readout, one for the 
charge readout 
new computers procured for DAQ - 
DELL R510, 6 cores, 12 GB RAM
storage: LaCie 12Big, 12 TB scalable to 60 
TB
all installed in the ArDM electronics racks
tested using the ArDM light readout, 3 TB 
of data written to disk
implementation of algorithms for data 
compression and online data selection has 
started

Conclusion and plans
- The new DAQ software with the PCIE interface shows a very good performance!
- More work on the long-term stability is needed
- We need to start working on a new Run-building sofware which runs in parallel to the DAQ:

- should do online analysis (light, purity, rate,..) and fill histogram
- preliminary event rejection to safe time and disk space

example rate of 900 Hz

close file

Figure 5: Measured event DAQ acquisition rate.

is shown in Fig. 6. The full detail of the platform, assembly and construction are given in the

Annex, together the structural analysis, including static structural and seismic and dynamic

seismic computations. The ArDM collaboration is eagerly expecting that the order for the pro-

curement of the platform is placed as soon as possible, in order to proceed with the assembly of

this platform and the installation of the ArDM experiment at LSC in a timely manner.

5 Neutron shield

A polyethylene neutron shield has been designed by the CIEMAT group, so that the shortest

path for a neutron to reach the ArDM vessel is 50 cm of polyethylene. It is shown in Fig. 7, and

details of the mechanical structure and assembly are given in the Annex ”ArDM platform in

Canfranc”. The shield is made of polyethylene slabs, 50 mm thick, for a total of 600 trapezoidal

slabs. Including the top and bottom shields, the total mass is 17 tons of polyethylene. When

assembled, the shield is in the shape of an octagon. The assembly procedure has been defined

and the production of the slabs has started at CIEMAT. The procured basic material has been

radiologically screened via gamma activity measurements, and no radioactive contamination was

found.

6 Background and sensitivity

The background due to 39Ar in the region of interest (ROI) is estimated here. The ROI is

defined in the the energy window from 30 to 100 keV. We consider that the energy is estimated

using only the primary scintillation, and a quenching factor of 0.25 for nuclear recoils, constant

over this energy range. The equivalent energy for beta particle is therefore in the energy window

7
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NEW PMTs
we expect - including a good 
performance of the side 
reflectors - ~1.2 p.e./keVee for 
the current light readout 
system with 14 R5912 8’’ PMTs
this can be improved in a 
straightforward though 
expensive manner by replacing 
the PMTs with higher QE PMTs
good options for an upgrade 
available on the market: 
Hamamatsu 3” R11065 have 
30% QE or better at 420 nm
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NEW PMTs
4 R11065 delivered to us by Hamamatsu in Oct 2010 and 
we had preliminary tests in the 3 lt / LEM setup
a second setup for test in argon gas is now available
2 R11065 will be mounted for triggering purposes on the 
250 lt chamber currently being asembled
in order to cover the full area of ArDM-1t, cathode-side 
only, at least 61 PMTs will be needed 
the added number (x4.5) of HV and readout channels is 
manageable  
the photocatode coverage with the R11065 decreases by 
~20% compared to the R5912 8’’ we have now
in parallel: R&D on wavelength-shifters and coating
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VISIT AT THE LAB: 

Space required for ArDM  

Check the dimension of the the Piscina 
 Already corrected the 3D 

 
Pillar layout does not macht with the 
drawings provided by Canfranc  Jose 
will send me updated drawings  

INSTALLATION IN LSC

In Oct 2010 ArDM has received approval for 
installation in Canfranc
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Support platform

Figure 6: 3D model of the ArDM installation in LSC, including platform and electronic racks
(red).

7.5-25 keVee, which corresponds to 3.5% of the 39Ar spectrum. Given the 39Ar rate in natural
argon, the expected event rate in the ROI is 35 Hz for the full ArDM detector2. This background
is by far dominant when compared to the expected background due to gamma rays generated
from the detector itself [14, 15].

Extensive work to estimate the neutron background expected in ArDM has been done in
the past, and is documented in [14, 15]. More recently, a full Monte Carlo calculation of the
neutrons expected from the rock of the LSC cavern with the proposed neutron shield has been
performed. The neutron background is of the order of 100 neutrons per year in ROI, mainly
due to the contribution from the 14 Hamamatsu R5912-02MOD PMTs.

Considering a counting experiment and a WIMP cross section of 10−44cm2, not yet excluded
by the available data for a WIMP mass of 100 GeV, which gives a rate of WIMP events in the
ROI of 1 evt/day, we can calculate the sensitivity of ArDM given the estimated background.

In order to compute the sensitivity, it is necessary to make some assumptions on the rejection
of the beta and gamma backgrounds through pulse shape discrimination and charge/light ratio.
In our estimate - based on available literature and Monte Carlo simulations of ArDM - we
consider a rejection of the β-γ background of 103 from the charge light/ratio, and a rejection of
the β-γ of 104 from pulse shape discrimination; the two variables are assumed to be independent,
and the efficiency to the WIMP signal is 50%. The relevant figures are summarized in Table 1,
from which it is straightforward to estimate the WIMP sensitivity of ArDM. We point out that
the main goal of the first phase of the experiment, necessarily to be performed at LSC in an

2This corresponds to 43.2 DRU.

8

2 Figure 7: Polyethylene shield surrounding the ArDM detector.

n backgrounda γ backgroundb 39Ar backgroundc WIMPd

(evt/day) (evt/day) (evt/day) (evt/day) (evt/day)
0.07 47,500 1,500,000 0.22 0.25

Table 1: Background and signal rates in ArDM in the energy window of 30 to 100 keVr in a
fiducial of 500 kg. a from [14, 15]; b from [14, 15]; c after charge/light ratio and pulse shape
discrimination have been applied, reducing the β-γ background by a factor of 107; d for a WIMP-
nucleon cross section of 10−44cm2 and 50% efficiency of the selection on the WIMP signal.

adequate underground location, is to indeed assess the rejection powers and backgrounds in the
detector.

7 Charge readout LEM R&D

Significant progress has been made on the development of the LEM based charged readout. A
stable gain of 30 has been achieved using a single LEM, and the details have been published
in [10]. Keeping the same successful design, a new 40x80 cm2 LEM and 2D projective anode
(Fig. 8) has been built, assembled, and basic tests have been performed to check the quality of
the production; it will be tested a double phase LAr TPC in the coming months. This is the
largest device of this class ever built and this activity is relevant for ArDM, because it provides
a device of the size required to instrument ArDM. In parallel, a two stage LEM will be tested
on a smaller scale, with an active area of 10×10 cm2, to prove the necessary gain of several

9

3D model of the ArDM 
installation in LSC

17 tons polyethylene 
neutron shield 

• 8 of the plates were put on a precission table to form 
an octogon.

• They match within 2 mm.

3

Lukas Epprecht June 11th 2011

Neutron Shield

25

!

203 mm

500 mm

• Material: polyethylene

• Radial thickness: 50 cm

• Octagon shape

• Total 600 slabls

• Blocks of ~ 20 cm height, clued together out of 4 slabs

• Total weight: ~17 tons (incl. cup and floor)

Ring of one slab height

Connection detail

Cable feed through
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6.0  STRUCTURAL ANALISYS 
 
 Structural analysis is divided in 3 steps:  

1. Static analysis of the complete structure including all vertical loads and the weight of the 
structure itself. 

2. Static seismic analysis: that means to consider the loads caused by the displacement of 
specific parts using the acceleration of an earthquake. 

3. Calculate the stress of the structure with a given excitation of the structure (using the 
acceleration response spectrum of a “Maximum Credible Earthquake” 

 
6.1  STATIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig.41 Loads at the structure for static analysis 
 
 
 
Loads considered for the static calculation are: 

i. ArDM dewar  and Shield ! 21 Tons acting at the Detector Support Structure ( Force D) 
ii. ArDM Cartridge ! 1 Ton acting at the Detector Support Structure (Force E ) 

iii. Other loads are acting at the different platforms, where the grids are mounted ! following 
the Spanish regulations platform need to support 500 Kg/m2 ( Force B, C, G, H, I, J) 

 
In the calculation is also included the weight of the components ! F standard Earth Gravity. 

Static analysis
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Taking into account the results and considerations from CIEMAT calculation, the data used for the 
Octagon Analysis are: 
 

• Cumulative Maximum Load (L) over the upper Octagon Ring is 9 Tons 
• The load has to be calculated with Horizontal acceleration of 4 m/s2 ! Force (L) = 32000 N 
• In this calculation is considered that the Shield is connected only to the upper Octagon Ring 

(results are more conservative) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 44 Seismic Case  
 

Beam connected 
to the Shield 

Static seismic analysis
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Fig. 45 Total Deformation and Equivalent (von-Mises) stress 

Max deformation is 5.5 mm
Max stress 145 MPa

Allowable stress 235 MPa
Safety factor: 1.62
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ArDM sensitivity
We assume: 
500 kg active mass after fiducialization.  
Background rejection: 107 (104  from 
PSD and 103 from S1/S2) for beta/
gamma background 
Signal efficiency: 50%
Neutrons from materials and neutron 
shield in place
WIMP mass 100 GeV and xsec 10-44 
cm2

Region of interest 30-100 keV

Ar39
[evt/day]

gamma
[evt/day]

neutrons
[evt/day]

background 
[evt/day]

WIMP rate
[evt/day]

1.50E+06 47,500 0.07 0.22 0.25
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DAMA/I

DAMA/Na

CoGeNT

CDMS

EDELWEISS

XENON100 (2010)

XENON100 (2011) Buchmueller et al.

FIG. 5: Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross-section

σ as function of WIMP mass mχ. The new XENON100 limit

at 90% CL, as derived with the Profile Likelihood method

taking into account all relevant systematic uncertainties, is

shown as the thick (blue) line together with the 1σ and 2σ
sensitivity of this run (shaded blue band). The limits from

XENON100 (2010) [7] (thin, black), EDELWEISS [6] (dotted,

orange), and CDMS [5] (dashed, orange, recalculated with

vesc = 544 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s) are also shown. Expecta-

tions from CMSSM are indicated at 68% and 95% CL (shaded

gray) [17], as well as the 90% CL areas favored by CoGeNT

(green) [18] and DAMA (light red, without channeling) [19].

and a density of ρχ = 0.3GeV/cm3. The S1 energy res-
olution, governed by Poisson fluctuations, is taken into
account. Uncertainties in the energy scale as indicated in
Fig. 1 as well as uncertainties in vesc are profiled out and
incorporated into the limit. The resulting 90% confidence
level (CL) limit is shown in Fig. 5 and has a minimum
σ = 7.0×10−45 cm2 at aWIMPmass ofmχ = 50GeV/c2.
The impact of Leff data below 3 keVnr is negligible at
mχ = 10GeV/c2. The sensitivity is the expected limit in
absence of a signal above background and is also shown
in Fig. 5 as 1σ and 2σ region. Due to the presence of
two events around 30 keVnr, the limit at higher mχ is
weaker than expected. This limit is consistent with the
one from the standard analysis, which calculates the limit
based only on events in the WIMP search region with an
acceptance-corrected exposure, weighted with the spec-
trum of a mχ = 100GeV/c2 WIMP, of 1471 kg × days.
This result excludes a large fraction of previously unex-

plored WIMP parameter space, and cuts into the region
where supersymmetric WIMP dark matter is accessible
by the LHC [17]. Moreover, the new result challenges
the interpretation of the DAMA [19] and CoGeNT [18]
results as being due to light mass WIMPs.
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CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

1 ton Ar DM detector needed to be competitive with 
existing/soon to happen LXe DM experiment [XENON, 
LUX, XMASS] - 10-45 / 10-46 cm2 xsec sensitivity

Still unresolved issue of 39Ar background

ArDM-1t is our attempt to produce a significant direct 
Dark Matter search with a liquid Ar target

Development phase at CERN completed. ArDM-1t 
works as dual phase LAr TPC with low energy 
threshold, ready for an underground phase

Cryogenic system upgraded to a closed loop, zero 
loss system and tested
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CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

Underground operation now needed to complete the 
development of ArDM-1t: mainly, low energy performance 
and background characterization

This is what we proposed to LSC [Canfranc Laboratory] for 
2011: ArDM was approved for installation in LSC in Oct 2010
In the meantime, we will complete the upgrade of the light 
readout system and the R&D for the independent charge 
readout system

The radiation shield is currently being produced, and will be 
ready by the end of 2011, when we plan to have a first Dark 
Matter run
Within this schedule, ArDM has a good chance to produce 
relevant Dark Matter results
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